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Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

Read Pit in Blog Fwd: EMERGENCY PUT IN BLOG NOW NOW LaJOLLA CA MENTIONED Fwd: Targeted At U of
M Dearborn Library Dearborn Mi-1/31 2011--- 
1 message

Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com> Sun, May 13, 2018 at 4:18 PM
To: leslie williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "leslie williams" <lesliew21@gmail.com> 
Date: Apr 13, 2018 10:11 AM 
Subject: EMERGENCY PUT IN BLOG NOW NOW LaJOLLA CA MENTIONED Fwd: Targeted At U of M Dearborn Library Dearborn Mi-1/31 2011--- 
To: <exposingcourt@gmail.com> 
Cc:  
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "leslie williams" <lesliew21@gmail.com> 
Date: Jan 31, 2011 3:20 PM 
Subject: Targeted At U of M Dearborn Library Dearborn Mi-1/31 2011--- 
To: <lesliew21@gmail.com> 
Cc:  
 

Targeted At U of M Dearborn Library Dearborn Mi-1/31 2011---

I just arrived on U of M Campus today 1/31/2011-Before I came to this 
library I predicted that their is a great Liklihood that I whould be 
harrassed today either by Gangstalkers or by Circulation stafff 
Reference staff and or Campus Saftey--I wasnt in this library 30 
minutes and they expedited a campaighn of same it was caught on 
Audio:So what do we do when we clearley are able to deduce what 
GangStalkers will do-. 
Lets examine this-True Targeted Individuals are aware of what 
GangStalkers do based on experience and education of their 
tactics,methods,and Modes of operation:And since we understand that 
their tactics are overt and covert--we can deliberate what their 
options are---On January 16'th 2011 I made a Report to Campus Saftey 
Personnal concerning being openley Gangstalked on U of M Campus in 
Dearborn Mi especially in the Library In this report I included a 
statement about a Campus Saftey officer who was observed on numerous 
occassions engaging in GangStalking activies such as sensitization 
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campaighns thatt the GangStalkers were engaging in-Towards me at this 
Library-this statement also mentioned that this same Campus Saftey 
Officer was seen fraternizing in a laughing way with GangStalkers 
right after the expedition of a GangStalking Campaighn ended-. 
After I left The Campus Saftey building i went to the Library and was 
still continulally harrassed-And have been every single day since then 
-.even as of today-.Their just using Library staffff now because they 
are looking for a reason to ban me --Why because their all over my 
blogs and emails that literally describes being GangStalked at U of M 
since 2005--The Aclu has posted posts that i commented on that 
describes me being harrassed at U of M  library in Dearborn Mi by the 
same Group of GanGStalkers who have been harrassing me openeley in 
Dearborn since 2002--See what they do is Stalk you with the 
sensitization campaighn they sensitize a target to-and they just 
expedite that sensitization campaighn towards you everywheir you go-so- 
their is intent here, conspiracy, and malice of forethought to stalk 
you with harrassemnt-I predicted what the GanGStalkers may do at U of 
M in Dearborn On Audio file-I make predictions in Digital Audio Files 
about what I may experience as a direct result of experience in the 
past which includes the recent pastThese predictions include what they 
may do wheir it may happen and how-and who may be used in these 
expeditions-These predictions are made directley from experience-and 
from what tactics are left availible to them based on limitations of 
covert and overt harrassment-(righ now as I am typing this they have a 
GangStalker sitting directley next to me and one behind me engaging in 
a Sensitization campaighn beliveing that I will take out my videon and 
tape it then they use the one behind me as a witness of the complaint 
of the one next to me that I took out a video camera and took a 
picture-and boom they ban me)-Campus Saftey is at least directing this 
expedition by now -Lets take a look at this for a secound Who are the 
Campus Saftey their rent a Cops their Job is to protect the 
University--MONEY-IMAGE Enrollment)GangStalking is a Felony so is 
electronic harrssment--so if it ever got out that I have been openley 
GangStalked at this University everysingle day that I have come to 
this library Which includes dangerous Electronic Harrassment 
Cyberstalking and Cyberespianoge-Chemical prefuming in the Bathroom: 
Email interception-email accounts being illegally opened and monitored- 
They literally just closed my window down right as i typed that-Im at 
U of M Right now-)Notifying Other GanGStalkers that I am leaving U of 
M so GanGstalking can occur towards me along my routes-Taking pictures 
of me on U of M Camous using their cell phones so GanGStalkers who are 
then harrassing me along my routes will know who I am-If this got out 
it whould and will obscure U of M Image and in turn thath DIRECTLEY 
affects enrollment-On 1/20/2011 I literally caught GanGStalkers 
harrassing on video and audio in this Library I not only predicted 
this Harrassment on audio but I prdicted how it whould transpire and 
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who whould be used-These predictions are made thru deductive thinking 
and reasoning based on experience-education and the limitations of 
their avavilble methods-(Which is overt and Covert )to expedite their 
campaighns because of onlookers who are not GangStalkers-and their 
motive is intertwined with the expedition of their harrassment 
Bannning me from U of M Campus-See they want to limit the mobility of 
a target-the avavilible resources a target has to run to-especially if 
they dont have a car and if they create homelessness and finacial 
destruction-this is done to wheir down a Target Physcially while they 
expedite the mental and emotional hararssment along the Targtes route 
and whier they live at-Institutionilization is one of their objectives 
-they obtatin that thru the deliberate False mental Diagnoses which is 
a assest in the tool Box of GangStalking Campaighns-Another reaon of 
the Harrassemnt and Pure Lies that are intertwined is to take away the 
assest of teh Target to use the internet to blog about what their doin 
and wheir it is happining--U of M Knows they are GangStalking me here- 
Campus Saftey and U of M Staff is doin nothing but partaking in these 
harrassemnt campaighns and made up accusations to have it appear that 
the EVENTUAL Banning looks legitimate THe University is doin nothing 
but Directing alowing and expediting this Campaighn beliveing that 
these assualts on me thru the harrassemnt combined with the 
AHrrassemnt along my routes will cause me to break down-and when I 
have in the past its were they steal eveidence money Licences Bus 
Passes Alter Digital Recorder files and dates-Paper work Notaries and 
whatever else ties them to the Harrassemnt campiaghns that are caught 
on Video or Audio-I have Notaries and Blogs that have predicted 
everything that has occured they know that I use these computers to 
syntehsize the timeline of events over the years that is why they keep 
creating circumstances to keep targets busy-THey know I have Video and 
audio proof they know it they know I have Notaries and blogs that 
predicted the Harrassment-Ask yourself what is the liklihood that a 
person predicts being harrassed at a specific place before it happens 
and then it happens-That right their says the prediction was based on 
experience pure and simple and that directley illustrates that the 
stalking has taken place here before-so I came here to day and made a 
prediction before I cam her but understand that I also made the same 
predictions before on previous digital recorders and it came true 
Harrassed by Campus Saftey and told that I whould be banned if one 
more complaint occurs-and the complaints about me are 100 % totally 
false-they figure just make up a story and say a complaint was made- 
This is one way to illustrate the GANG_Aspect og Gang Stalking they 
all get together create harrassemnt then they use the same previously 
mentioned individuals to complain-Its called organized stalking and it 
occurs everywheir I go and Every single time I come to this Campus I 
predicted that Circulation Stafff whould make up some type of 
Complaint and Use Campus Saftey to threaten me about banning me -I 
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predicted it 100 % and they did it-Now if you not being GanGStalked 
why whould any individual make these type of predictions in the first 
place and how could they come true right down to the last detail-Any 
one with common Sense whould deduce I am Telling the truth about what 
I am Experiencing-On 1/24/2011  I walked into the Dearborn Police 
Station on Michigan Avenue in Dearborn To make a Complaint concerning 
being GangStalked in Dearborn --They refused to take a complaint 
stating that it was a federal matter-the thruth behind this was 
because they did not want any connflicting reports on file concerning 
what is happining to me because I complained about it in 2005 and they 
deliberatley Maliciousley falsified that report up and down the street- 
They are aware that i learned about what GanGstalking is in 2009 I was 
threatened by a Dearborn City Housing official on that very day 
concerning it-It was discovered by me in Bloomfiled on a computer at a 
Library in Bloomfield I was taken to Dearborn City Hall within 3/1/2 
hours after that discover by a perpertrator and threatened-The City of 
dearborn is doin nothing but trying to prtect what they have done what 
they have allowed what they are directley involved in and they are 
doin this to me because I discovered that their is a Crimminal 
Syndacte running in Dearborn the same one they tried to whisk me into 
thru torture at 2 Apartments in Daerborn-I also Stated to teh Dearborn 
Police on 1/24 2011 that Electronic Harrassemnt was used against me in 
Dearborn and one of my Family memebers in daerborn-I inquired about 
Remote Neoral Monitoring -Whcih is a tool of GangStalking Crews-Remote 
Neoral Monitoring Remote Neoral INfluencing and More than Limkley 
Remote Neoral Programming-what has happened to me and my life since at 
least 1986 when I moved into Daerboprn Is a direct result of 
GanGStalking and teh crimminal Syndacite that is LITERALLY up and 
running here in Dearborn Which is the following--Certain Details will 
be left out to protect myself because they do use what they do to you 
against you-They have literally been responsible for every eviction 
that has orrured in my life at least since 1986-why eventual syndacted 
control that the state is trying to expedite thru syndacted 
individuals in Social Services-using the 100 % False Mental Diagnoses 
they aquired thru the Effects of me breaking down as a result of the 
torture and 24/7 non stop harrasment towards me openely since 1997-and 
extremeley since 2001-a assest of Electronic Harrassment is the 
Microwave Auditory Affect-A GanGStalking tool and Assest Google it-its 
one of tehir avenues of harrassemnt-It is literally coupled with 
Remote Neoral Monitoring and and Remote Neoral Influencing-A 
GangStalker just sat down next to me LITERALLY here at U of M Library 
in Dearborn Mi-1/31/2011 at 4:43 PM-THe goal still being to make you 
feel victimized and revictimized(Think about it people dont harrass 
you because they dont want to make you feel like a victim)Anyways they 
were trying to pipelilne me into Syndacted control based on what they 
Classically conditioned on Steadman and Appoline- Thru the MicroWave 
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Auditory affect-and eventual eviction to keep the traumatization 
potentiated to keep this classical conditioning reinforced as I was 
facing them Homeless and along my routes 
 Harrassemnt/and  the stimulation of Evoked Potentials that can be 
done thru Remote Neoral Monitoring/to make sure this Classically 
Conditioned Response was reinforced--Thnk about it Im Being 
GanGStalked I report to the Dearborn Police in 2005 they ommit 
everything in the report except drug use/they state in the Report that 
I dont want the Matter followed  up (SO Why did I go their talking to 
the First Step Advocate for well over a hour)who then says that Im a 
drug Addicte with a possible mental disorder-was it a mental disoreder 
tha Broke into both my apartments on Staedman and Appoline-was it a 
Mental disoreder that stole mail deliayed mail-rearranged personal 
items stole items and replaced them later)does a mental 
disorder poison my cat and have a Vetrenarian say it was Sugar 
Diabetes Undiagnosed and then within 35 days Im eveicted-that was done 
to make sure i whould remain depressed hopeless-was it a Mental 
disorder that Clearley documentated what I was experinecing at these 
Apartments and then 4 Years later I find on the Internet everything 
that was descibed in the Documentation are LITERALLY Gangtalking 
Tactics-These Documents are Notaries Email Files Blogs Email Accounts 
Comments to www.Freepress.com and Wxyz Channel 7- 
Made and saved years before I discovered what GanGStalking was/is 
Online-in 2009--Can you now see why the Dearborn Police Whould Not 
Take a Police Report from me about being GanGStalked on 1./24/2011 
because they dont want it conflicting with the old reports they 
falsified they want to institutionalize me probably thru another 
county to conceal what they did to me and are doing to woman in 
Daerborn-Creted Homelessness Getting them addicted to drugs in 
frendley atmospheres while their extremeley emotionally despondant see 
what I discivered since 2007 hasnt been throurghley tweeked i the 
timeline because they have created homelessness and extreme busyiness 
campaighns to deflect whats been discovered since 2007--they get woman 
eveicted from their apartment's how they use teh Community 
Notifications that are mentioned  on www.gangStalkiingworld.com-That 
gets them fired they lose their apartment because of teh notification 
they cannot get a new one that makes them vulnerable and suspetible to 
influencble groups and self help groups that are LITERALLY infested 
with GanGStalkers-what they do is ruin a womans ability to remain 
independant-and keep those assests away thru the stalking and 
sabotaging of efforts to regain control then they use the services 
that a target runs to to compile evendece-Subject is Homeless subject 
may suffer from a mental diagnoses) they then combine these tactics 
with the effects that a routinley expedited against the target 24/7 
Gangstalking the Remote Neoraal Monitoring and R 
mote Neoral Influencing Think about it,is the perfect crime 
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GangStalkers use dirfferent people to harrasss a traget so if the 
target complains it will seem biquilar that different people are 
harrassing the target anywheir they go aTarget complains and since 
when this is frist expedited aginst a target they dont even know what 
GanGStalking is they run to the police who are waiting forn them to 
hear target saysstrangers are folllowing them harrassing them 
(Paranoid Sychzophrenia)then as a result of recieving no help their 
continulally harrasseed along their routes then when their at home 
their harrassed thru the Microwave Auditory affcet-Which is all over 
the internet concerning it being a LITERAL Tool that they use-so what 
they do at least here in Dearborn Concerning me and what I have 
observed it that their Getting woman in extremeley desperate 
situations they create thru thr manipulation of GangStalkers who hold 
positions of Authority and in the Service Industry Doctors Lawyers and 
Police Officers and Judges and Social Services workers-Hotel Managers 
securty Gaurds anyone that can be used against the target to maipulate 
what happens to a target or wheir they may run- Including Spouses 
Family and signifacant others-Google it--in the midst of these 
experiences they offer woman drugs -and keep mreapearing along their 
routes -to offer it free-then they basically just Gangtalk the  crap 
out of them from behind teh scences for years hoping that the creation 
of high and lows of getting apartments and jobs losing them because of 
them thru well deleloped shemes with landlord participation- 
ascertained thru threats collusion-slander campaighns-BELIEVE this-see 
they want to eventually use the fact that the target has had many 
apartments and is no holding on to them and is hopmelss even though 
their finally secure n the Midst of this the allowed me to recieve 
Social SecurityAnother GanGstalker Just Sat down Right next to me at 
5:29 PM engaing in the same Hands to face visualazation cue to let me 
now he has been solicieed to do it remeber it is  the sensitization 
campaighghn that the host is stalking the victim with --Its is how 
they associate themselves to the target-This is a at U of M Dearborn 
Library I noticed that their interupting this post by deleting words 
using the caplocks and playing with the spelling)What their doin is 
Destroying womans Lives here in Dearborn thru the GngStalkers who hold 
postitions of authority These same GanGStalkers are directley 
connected to Prostitution Rings Drug Trafficking and Human 
Expolitation--they destry womans from behind teh scences get thenm 
addicted and basically keep endless campaighns of bad misfortutune in 
their lives to reienforce  reactionary dependencys on what they 
introduced when they weir experiencing what they did because of them 
once this conditioning takes place they literally stimulate the 
reenfoced neorally mapped pathways associated to the thought patterns 
and the woman reenfoced neorally mapped thoughts and reactions are 
stimulated back into their conscious forefront and the go drink or 
use--Ok I know this sounds intriciant methodical and exacting-- 
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Understand this and be clear IT IS a Lteral Reality---THeir using 
woman That move into Dearborn and I havent seen one Arabic woman this 
has been done to yet-To destroy their lives get them addiced inbetwwen 
and stimulate what is classically conditioned when ever they literally 
want to-and if you start fighting back or over take the situation they 
really get nasty this includes Rape Robbery and theft  by stimulateing 
the evoked potentials these woman  go and drink or use and their 
rapped robbed and eevn killed in teh neighborhood tehy go to because 
they literally stage it to happen they did it to Margret Sheppard Webb 
a mother of 3-who was suing the Dearborn Police for a Visious assualt 
they illegally entered her home-3-4 of them Assualted her to the point 
that her kidneys bleed she hired a lawyer and right before court she 
ends up in Detroit Killed in a alley-THey Literally Neorally mapped 
her brain thru Remote Neoral Monitoring stimulated her Nderoal Pathway 
she went to pick up and was murdered THOURGHLEY Review Remote Neoral 
Monitoring Thourghley and here we have the thruth It is all over the 
web They have this technology its all over the web GanGSatlkers are 
using this technology in California type in Remote Neoral Monitoring 
and Drug Trafficking in California-The Developer of this technology 
his wife and son and Daughter are extremeley well known high drug 
Traffickers and that their using this technology to keep people 
addcited---Its the Perfect crime because who will belive a Drug addict- 
I want to say some thing here Im a religousperson Extremeley devout to 
my faith In a underhanded way  my life was infiltrated when I was 
despondant over the loss of my exhusband"My First Love"-I didnt 
understand one thing about Adiction-Stalking-when the Drug thing was 
exploding in the 80 and early 90's i was married living a sheltered 
life in LaHoya California and San Diego-I moved to Dearborn in 1986- 
and Guess what the studio apartment wheir I Lived  the entrance was 
literally 50 feet away from the Entrance door of a Alcoholics 
Anonymous Meeting-I didnt know it at the time-But after the 
devastation in the Life that was brought about thru the orchestrated 
steps mentioned above I went to AA on my own and it was later 
discovered that the same group that got me addicted was LITERASLLY 
Tied to the Poeple in AA-I was literally told it-It was a Old AA 
Sponser who cohersed me to take out school loans that funded the 
torture on Steadman and appioline-I have it on audio file that from a 
AA Member trying to reintroduce themselves to me Lierally here at U of 
M Library admmitting their is a Prostitution ring in Dearborn AA-Their 
is another GanGstalker Sitting next to me U of M Library 6:00PM 
1/31/2011--and it is all desighned to make me feel powerless over what 
their doin to make me feel revictimized-to keep classical conditioning 
in the For front of my life and lifes experiences--THis is about them 
protecting what they are and what they did to me and what their doin 
to woman in Dearborn Mi--even up to this date I have seen it done to 
numerous woman in Dearborn AA literally collapsing at Dearborn AA 
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meeting-when the Remote Neoral Monitoring was used on them-These are 
Woman Just like you and me Good woman who lives are been LITERALLY 
INfiltrated and Devasted in the Cruleist Ugliest Hrorrific manners you 
can think of so I say this to you today Hell wiil freeze over before I 
let them use what they did to me to contain me in a enviroment that 
they can exploit me in Im a christian-I belive in the saintiny of 
marraige alaways have-do you belive I whould let them make me into a 
prostitute in a controllled enviroment to obtained thru torturing me 
think again


